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FL FlexTM 2 - GPS Tracking and Intelligent Trailer Management

Know where your trailers are at all times. Keep them moving, increase profitability, and protect your trailers from theft, with the 

FL Flex 2. This modular solution is designed for ultimate flexibility, so you can customize it for your specific needs. It combines 

a covert GPS tracking device with intelligent cloud software, giving you actionable insights to make smarter business 

decisions faster, all while improving profitability and minimizing loss. 

FL Flex 2 Benefits:

GPS tracking

The North American median value of cargo theft is $80,000.1 In 2018, the FBI recorded the value of property 

in trailers stolen equated to $1,226,657.2 Know where your trailer and cargo is at all times.

Keep your trailers on the road and increase profitability 

• Improve trailer utilization

• Increase the number of turns per trailer

• Optimize trailer inventories at key locations

Proactive trailer maintenance

Plan and schedule maintenance based on tracker mileage. Save money and maintain safety by adding on 

TPMS & ATIS. Spireon customers have seen an average of $2,000 savings per trailer over 5 years.

%
Right size your fleet

Do more with the trailers you have. Determine the right balance between owned and leased trailers, avoid 

buying new trailers, and justify buying new ones when you need them.

Minimize trailer and cargo damage 

Detect improper loading and use evidence to resolve claims with image retrieval technology and time 

stamped images.

Modular. 
Flexible. 
Intelligence
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FL Flex 2 Features

Live mapping 

Locate your trailer, without the need for it to be attached to a truck head. 

Accurate trailer mileage

Track turn-by-turn miles with GPS coordinates every second. Schedule preventative maintenance based on real mileage. Bill 

leasing customers for actual mileage driven. 

Customizable reporting

Automate reports with the most relevant data. 

Utilization and inactivity tools

Assess activity, utilization of trailers, and monitor their movement in our cloud based, FleetLocate UI. Add on our IntelliScan 

Cargo Sensor for an accurate cargo status with image retrieval capabilities for an even more complete view.

10-minute standard status intervals

Consistent updates so you can rest assured your cargo is safe.

Covert installation

Minimize tampering with this covert solution that includes an optional tamper alert sensor.

AT&T LTE Cat 1 with 3G (HSPA) fallback 

Reliable coverage in North America

1. https://www.ttclub.com/-/media/files/tt-club/bsi-tt-club-cargo-theft-report/bsi-and-tt-club-cargo-theft-report-2020.pdf

2. https://ucr.fbi.gov/crime-in-the-u.s/2018/crime-in-the-u.s.-2018/additional-data-collections/cargo-theft/table-2.xls/view
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